Close Quarter

Genre: Vampires & Shape-shifters, LGBT,
Fantasy & ParanormalOn a transatlantic
cruise to New York, sculptor Rhys
Matherton struggles to piece his life back
together after losing his mother, inheriting
a fortune, and finding out his father isnt his
father after all. He spills a tray of drinks on
a handsome stranger, then he finds himself
up against a wall getting the best hand-job
hes ever had. And for the first time in his
life, he feels whole.Rhys enjoys the
company of Silas Quint, but for the eerie
way no one pays attention to them even
while they kiss in a crowded bar. Silas
explains hes a forest fae able to glamor the
room around them--and more importantly,
that hes on the cruise to hunt vampires.
Rhys thinks Silas is full of it, until he
discovers vampires are real, and hes part of
their main course.Silas Quint cant be
distracted by a human lover, even one as
lovely as Rhys. Stuck in the middle of the
ocean, he has barely enough of energy to
hunt the vampires hes been sent to destroy.
Rhys is full of the one thing Silas needs
needs most--the element of living plants.
Only sucking energy from Rhys would
make Silas as soulless as the creatures he
hunts. How can he keep Rhys safe, without
becoming like the very monsters he
hunts?Publishers Note: This book contains
explicit sexual situations, graphic language,
and material that some readers may find
objectionable: male/male sexual practices,
violence.

plural noun. A situation of being very or uncomfortably close to someone or something. living in close quarters with
people engaging the enemy at close quartersAnd I dont think that, with our pretty double row of teeth and our Maxims
and Hotchkisses for close-quarter fighting, we need be very greatly afraid. Hodgsonclose quarters ?????? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Define close-quarter. close-quarter synonyms,
close-quarter pronunciation, close-quarter translation, English dictionary definition of close-quarter. adj.
closerDefinition of at close quarters in the Idioms Dictionary. at close quarters phrase. What does at close quarters
expression mean? Definitions by the largest IdiomDefine close-quarter fighting. close-quarter fighting synonyms,
close-quarter fighting pronunciation, close-quarter fighting translation, English dictionaryClose Quarter has 360 ratings
and 67 reviews. J *deep in the heart of Texas* said: DNF @ 38%I just wasnt feeling this one. Nothing specific wrong
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wiClose quarters definition is - immediate contact or close range. How to use close quarters in a sentence.phrase. If you
do something at close quarters, you do it very near to a particular person or thing. You can watch aircraft take off or land
at close quarters. quarter.In order to explain what it feels like, I need to first explain what it is, and what it is not. CQB
does not mean Im fighting someone inside a house, or at close rangeSynonyms for close quarters at with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for close quarters. - 3 min - Uploaded by AiirSource
MilitaryClose Quarters Combat training during Quick Shot, a semi-annual field exercise designed to
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